
Participation by up to four members of your firm in twice yearly member meetings

Two tickets to our annual Rebuilding Justice Award Dinner

Attendance at in-person and virtual meetings and webinars

Member appreciation event

Prominent recognition, logo, and link on IAALS’ website and in marketing materials 

The IAALS Law Firm Council (LFC) is a group of firms whose members are invited to participate in
IAALS’ programming, to engage in our process, and to have a voice at the table of meaningful and
impactful reform within the system. LFC members provide critical support by collaborating with IAALS
to identify emerging issues and by providing feedback on our work as it develops. Individuals from
member firms are invited to participate in IAALS’ programming, to engage in our process, and to be an
active voice in civil justice reform. 

Your membership allows you the opportunity to connect with other member firms and to leverage your
own involvement and impact in the following ways:

IAALS, the Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System, 
is a national, nonpartisan research center dedicated to facilitating continuous

improvement and advancing excellence in the American legal system. 

Our mission is to forge innovative and practical solutions to problems within the American legal system.

CURRENT MEMBERS



LEARN MORE 

PHILANTHROPIC PARTNERSHIP

Visit our website: iaals.du.edu 
Visit our blog: iaals.du.edu/blog 
Follow us on Twitter: @IAALS 

 
Contact: 

Amy Downing, Events and Partnership Manager
303-871-6649 or amy.downing@du.edu

John Moye Hall, 2060 South Gaylord Way, Denver, CO 80208 
Ph: 303.871.6600

“The IAALS Law Firm Council presents a unique opportunity for firms to help advance
the civil justice system. Member firms have the opportu- nity to partner with IAALS and
other stakeholders to develop innova- tive solutions, which we can then implement to
maximize impact in real time. I can’t think of another organization offering anything
similar.” – Katie Reilly, Partner, Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell LLP

Streamlined state and federal civil case processes; 

Developed non-adversarial alternatives for divorcing families and facilitated national best practices; 

Built momentum for expanding access to justice and legal service offerings; 

Partnered with law schools to improve education, and with legal employers to improve hiring,

retention, and diversity. 

With the support of many partners and friends, IAALS has grown from an idea to a nationally
recognized force for positive, practical change in the legal system. In a time of divisiveness, IAALS has
brought together diverse and divergent groups who have reached consensus on solutions to some of the
legal system’s most complex and persistent problems. We work across broad areas of reform and have
made significant impacts, including: 

 

Ultimately, membership in Law Firm Council is an investment in IAALS’ work as a nonprofit
organization. Members invest $10,000 annually as a commitment to their firm’s belief in IAALS’
vision: a legal system that is accessible, fair, reliable, efficient, and accountable—a system that works
for people and inspires their trust—because a trusted and trustworthy legal system is essential to our
democracy, our economy, and our freedom.


